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Abstract
Success or failure of recruitment and retention programs depend upon whether they resonate (or not) with the target audience. However, could it be they resonate differently depending upon whether they fit hand-in-glove with the generation then in young adulthood? If they do not fit, then both message and program require re-tailoring based upon the newly arrived generation's personality and preferences.
This research methodology applies a generational perspective to recruiting and retention: a rifle-shot at a specific target generation, not the shotgun approach sometimes used. The underlying generational theory seeks to generalize-the root word of generation-about large groups of people moving through time together, being affected by the same events at similar ages, and therefore forming shared attitudes, values, and beliefs to shape a generation's personality and preferences. Theory seeks to explain the past and predict the future. Using historical trend data, this research theorizes about past recruiting and retention shortfalls and successes from the 1970s to 2001. As the Services fail to achieve retention, and especially recruiting, goals now and in the future, they will be forced to reexamine their programs until new lessons are learned, messages and programs are retailored, and success is reestablished. And, the cycle may be expected to repeat itself unless the Services employ new tools-perhaps including a generational perspective-to anticipate, recognize, and cut short any divergence between program and target (generation).
vi So, the question is not only "is the USAF attracting, retaining, and taking care of its 
USAF Recruiting and Retention Background
Experience teaches slow, and at the cost of mistakes.
-James A. Froude
Overview
In this chapter, the research project begins with a discussion of the importance of recruiting and retaining the military-inclined. Chapter 2 follows with an overview of Air 
Importance
The Air Force executes its core competencies not only by employing its weapon systems, but also by recruiting, training, and retaining highly skilled Airmen to design, support, and operate them. Therefore, it is unsurprising the Air Force Strategic Plan lists as the first Quality People metric "Recruit and Retain the Force to Execute Air Force Core Competencies." Much past research on attrition "suggests 'creaming' the applicant pool by recruiting individuals having the personal characteristics associated with high retention probabilities." 6 However, a dearth of data and research exists on whether the "right people are going and staying." 7 Intuitively, one would expect to find a more "promilitary" mindset among both recruits and stayers. Samuel Huntington favors just this approach, analyzing the professional military mind:
People who act the same way over a long period of time tend to develop distinctive and persistent habits of thought. Their unique relation to the world gives them a unique perspective on the world [and] this is particularly true where the role is a professional one. A profession is more narrowly defined, more intensely and exclusively pursued, and more clearly isolated from other human activity than are most occupations. The continuing objective performance of the professional function gives rise to a continuing professional weltanschauung or professional "mind." The military mind, in this sense, consists of the values, attitudes, and perspectives which inhere in the performance of the professional military function and which are deducible from the nature of that function. 10 Other economic factors, a sharp recession in 1973, the "misery index", and "stagflation" provided impetus favoring military service. 11 However, pay lagged inflation and retention became increasingly problematic despite relaxing standards. 12 On the other hand, cuts in force structure allowed recruitment, at least, to keep pace. 13 Then, in FY79, USAF missed its recruiting mark for the first time since AVF, adding to a growing problem. 
1990s
1990s recruiting and retention opened with a popular war and victory in the Gulf; sparked hope for a "peace dividend" to be reaped at the expense of military funding; suffered a significant downsizing to include a "reduction-in-force;" and followed with a sharp jump in operational (OPSTEMPO) and personnel tempo (PERSTEMPO) due to the highest number of global interventions in American history. 20 
Not Talking About Your Generation
There is a mysterious cycle in human events. To some generations much is given. Of other generations much is expected. This generation of Americans has a rendezvous with destiny.
-Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 1936
Generational Theory
Societies throughout the ages and including today tend to segment both time and people by generation. The Apostle Peter spoke to "a chosen generation. together-a conclusion reached by many (including Strauss and Howe, leading experts on generations and upon whose work much of this research's generational framework is founded). 6 To understand the conclusion, one must first understand the "building block of generations: the 'cohort.' Derived from the Latin word for an ordered rank of soldiers, 'cohort' is used by modern social scientists to refer to any set of persons born in the same year; 'cohort group' means any wider set of persons born in a limited span." 7 "What makes the cohort group truly unique is that all its members-from birth onalways encounter the same national events, moods, and trends at similar ages. They retain, in other words, a common age location in history throughout their lives. History affects people very differently according to their age [and] age location is what gives each cohort group a distinct biography." 8 Our society reinforces age location in that "the more tightly age-bracketed the social experience, the more pronounced the ultimate cohort identity. From kindergarten through high school, almost all pupils in any classroom belong to the same birth year. In nonschool activities, children participate within two-or three-year cohort groups…cohort membership forges a sense of collective identity and reinforces a common personality." 9 However, "generations can be imprecise at the boundaries … and, of course, people born just on one side may really belong on the other." 10 So then, "a GENERATION is a cohort-group whose length approximates the span of a phase of life and whose boundaries are fixed by peer personality." Chapter 3
Recruitment and Retention: Analysis by Generation
The generation is the most important conception in history.
-Jose Ortega y Gasset
1970s: Recruiting & Retaining the Boomers
Pundits in the 1970s noted the American military did not have twenty years' experience fighting in Vietnam; it had one year's experience-twenty times. Although this claim concerns 13-month rotation policies in the combat zone, it also relates to attrition via low retention. Retention was problematic throughout the decade, as seen in Both resonated with the Boomer generation's desire to achieve, to be recognized, and to be rewarded for it. 6 This war will not be over by the next commercial break.
-U.S. military spokesman to reporters in Operation DESERT STORM
1980s: Retaining the Boomers; Recruiting the Xers
Retaining the Boomers: The USAF's "Aim High" and the Army's "Be All You
Can Be" messages resonated with the Boomer desire to experience, to improve, to achieve, to find oneself, "to be" and self-actualize-to aim high and be all they can be. 7 With respect to more tangible retention factors, the boomers valued the increased pay in the 1980s and, especially, the Montgomery GI Bill. 
11
Experience is a hard teacher because she gives the test first, the lesson afterwards.
-Vernon Sanders Law
1990s: Recruiting & Retaining the Xers
Then again, perhaps not. The USAF and Army suffered retention problems with their senior Captains and Majors, Xers all, in the late 1990s. 12 In FY98 13 and FY99, 14 the USAF missed all three of its retention goals in first-term, second-term, and career reenlistment-again, Xers all. USAF conducted an AF Summit on Retention in 2000, 15 established a retention task force to make recommended changes, and immediately implemented initiatives. 16 In the Army, research revealed "widespread negative reaction to the 'Be All You Can Be' recruitment campaign" 17 among Xers in the force, stimulating Xer cynicism and lowering the morale of those already recruited. The Army research concludes the negative reaction as "attributable to perceived dissonance between promise and performance." 18 In fact, Xers prefer ad campaigns emphasizing physical and mental "challenge, patriotism, danger." 19 This research paper concludes the "Be All You
Can Be" ad campaign stressed a message of self-improvement and self-actualization more suitable to the idealistic Boomers who crafted it than the survivalist Xers it targeted.
Given the drop in recruitment and retention rates in the late 1990s "and the apparent failure of recruiting to 'connect' with today's youth, the armed forces have been desperately searching for new ways to advertise and attract volunteers. Experience is that marvelous thing that enables you to recognize a mistake when you make it again.
- 4 Gilroy, 330. 5 Gilroy, 333.
.
Chapter 4 Recommendations
Experience is one thing you can't get for nothing.
-Oscar Wilde

Black Hawk Down: Xer Retention, too
Xers value personal mental and physical challenges. 1 Xers are highly competitive, seeking "X-treme sports," for example, and making up the bulk of players.
2
Service recruitment and retention programs should challenge Xers' "street-smarts" and stress the physical and mental challenges Service life offers-on the job. Off the job time is held sacrosanct by Xers due to the high value Xers place on time with the family and a "stable family life." 3 The Services must respect and address Xer family concerns, or the Xers will again demonstrate their historical tendencies to treat military service as just another job, just another stepping stone-and step out. 4 The Services should emphasize the small-town atmosphere and safety afforded Xer families living in an on-base community.
Lastly, Service retention programs should stress how they value Xer "street-smarts" and how they need Xer elders to stay in to show young airmen "the ropes."
The Matrix: Millennial Recruitment
The Army's "Army of One" campaign is more suitable for the individualistic, survivalist and lone Xer 5 than the team-oriented and social Millennials. 6 It should be scrapped. Instead, as the Air Force does, recruitment and retention messages should emphasize teamwork and community. According to research at the Naval Postgraduate School on "Recruiting the Next Generation," the two factors most likely to prevent a
Millennial from the joining the Service are "its lack of relevance" 7 and fear for personal safety. Lastly, the Services must address the Millennials' aversion to risk-taking and high concern for personal safety. 13 Air Force recruitment should go smoother since it is seen by the Millennials as "the safest and easiest" Service. 2 Ibid, 370. 3 Ibid, 379.
